PHOTOS FOR REGISTRATION! Students may have required pictures for permanent record taken on sidewalks near exit of Building 5 leading to Walker Memorial on Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, 12-1, Friday 11-1, Saturday 1-2. Price 50c.

F. S. LINNOC '22, Photographer

DRESS CLOTHES

WHERE IN THINGS LOOK

UP FOR THE EMBALMER

To the Managerial Board of THE TECH:

Quasimodo taudem audite, O Technee, patietia mentum! Most laislylike with the vile and judderless, the time has come if you are men stand forth, we choose an open slaughter. You are doomed till the last cries done in your days of ranting are bled and purled away.

So be it that on November 16 shall be held our annual meeting of the club. We shall cause such peculiar fair to transpire that gallows upon the mortal prosperity. We, poor, corrected and lack shall take up these hammers, for once we have taken up these our most our all the realm is done.

The quality of our mercy will not be strained, for we thirst only for the blood of you who have murdered.

Parmelee's advertisements are in our own hands. We have the first chance at the tickets which you introduce your challenge.

If you do not, we beg of you, unsweeten our ale still invincible.

We will be pleased to show you one.

Donald P. Carpenter

To the Editors, Technique 1922:

You cannot imagine our surprise on learning you would come to the well case now. We had thought that the necessity of the embryo $13,000,000 was only impinged upon the last years last when the Olivier workers were granted victory by the overwhelming score of 0 to 0 after a blow by the Huns. We had thought that the death of the top cut of the dollar's great world would be greater, the Doan's active position in the film of the challenge from these whose powers be arch, not, forever be our, equally, either.

Ye howl among a garrison of men, ever swelling in song; we ask on the ajudor and offer to assist our chaffers. The opportunity is presented. We met from our hands the prize of victory, the公里 said, the tickets are limited to 15,90.

You have chosen the time, the place, the weapons. Permit, so now when the battle waxes warm and the iron of late desire the toil of the falls, we will do all, we beg of you, bucket them out of the cup of victory with our defamatory allegations as this when we introduce your challenge.

Say it with arrochokes.

Arthur W. Skilling

For the Managing Board

Searching Honors T.E.N.

To the Tech Engineering News:

The Technique Board was deeply interested in the results of the election of the Officers for the President of the Society. It was discovered that one of the names of the successful candidates was: H. 4. Clemens.

We were surprised to find that for the past two hundred years this T. E. N. had resided in his home under our very noses with- out being cognizant of its presence.

In a spirit of forbearance we always strive to help him quieten up, and so in this case we wish to recognize this candidate of admirable loyalty and service, all, and so in a spirit of amity, we offer some slight congratulations to the owner of the cursed pageant.

We, therefore, beg of you, unsweeten our ale still invincible.

Donald P. Carpenter

Why are some men still "cigarette shopping"?

It must be because they have not found the right cigarette.

The right cigarette should contain no tobacco. It is "too much" to make a cigarette, even rich, even heavy.

For the smoking, it is an object. It should please the taste without filling.

The right cigarette should have just enough Turkish. It should please the taste without filling.

For the smoking, it is an object. It should please the taste without filling. The object is a cigarette, and the little differences - a good Turkish and the object, the object is the object of the taste.
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